[Elaboration of live measles vaccine technology on human embryo lung diploid cell culture L-68].
Measles predominates among childhood droplet infections in many countries. Immunization of all human beings sensitive to this infection is the only radical measure in controlling measles. The quality of a vaccine is primarily determined by the properties of the virus strains and cell cultures and technology of production. Now live measles vaccine is produced in or country on the basis of fibroblasts from Japanese quail embryo. The production of live measles vaccine in the primary cell cultures has a number of drawbacks caused by the nonstandard pattern of the substrate and the probability of contamination. The use the certified human diploid cells deposited in liquid nitrogen in sufficient quantities is promising. The authors have elaborated a new technology of live measles vaccine production by using the Leningrad-16 virus strain on the basis of attested L-68 diploid cell culture from the human fetal lung. Experimental batches of vaccine were obtained and attested in accordance with the present requirements for immunobiological products.